EMAXX – EVERY SPPRO INSTALLER’S DREAM!

The long awaited remote access solution for SPPRO is finally here. Program and monitor 1, 2 or 3 SPPRO from one compact device from anywhere in the world!

- Remotely program SPPRO so no need to be on site
- Plug and play, no IT skills needed, just an Internet connection.
- Integrated into SPLINK, easy to use (updated SPPLINK soon to be released)
- iPhone or Android App for installer and client
- Control SPPRO relays and other devices from App
- Installer can access all of their clients inverters from the App, from SPLINK and from a web page
- Receive alerts from SPPRO by SMS, Email etc.
- Works on other network connections such as GPRS or satellite
- Buffers data if internet connection is lost and synchronises when reconnected (great for house boats)
- Works locally on LAN which is great if the connection is lost or if internet not available while installing
- Remotely update SPPRO firmware
- Highly secure connections using SSL certificates
PLUG & PLAY REMOTE MONITORING

- Remote Monitoring, Configuration and Generator Controls
- Connects to any Internet enabled Modem Router
- Out of the box Solution, port forwarding not required
- Creates a virtual USB tunnel to run SP Link from any location
- Low cost, fast to deploy (10 min), easy to manage
- Expandability with many future control & automation options
- RS232 or USB Communications with Selectronic Inverters series 1 & 2
- 240VAC or 12V DC Power Source - 2 Watt Max power
- 12 month standard warranty, 5 year extended warranty when under paid monitoring plan
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